
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in Orihuela, Alicante

We are pleased to present this brilliant ground floor apartment in a fantastic area in Lomas de Cabo Roig. Close to the
beach ad the main strip in Cabo Roig, walking distance to some fantastic bars and restaurants and international
supermarket.

This apartment has on street parking directly outside the private gated entrance which takes you on to a huge back
terrace with seating area, perfect area for entertaining and BBQing.

From the rear terrace there is an entrance door which takes you in to the fully fitted kitchen with oven, hob, washing
machine and fridge freezer. 

You then arrive into an open pan lounge and dining area, from the lounge you have another entrance door which
takes you out to the south facing balcony, from here it is a short walk to the fantastic communal pool.

There are two large bedrooms, both with ceiling fans and fitted wardrobes and a family bathroom with bath shower
and WC.

Lomas de Cabo Roig is a newer area overlooking the beautiful beach district of Cabo Roig. There are several small
commercial centres hosting bars and restaurants along with plenty of shops. The famous strip of Cabo Roig with its
lively nightlife is only a short drive away as are the several sandy beaches of the Orihuela Costa offering any
homeowners the best of both worlds.

5 Real Estate are Spain's fastest growing full service, fixed-fee international estate agency, with numerous offices in the
north and south Costa Blanca, as well as the Murcia region.

We are committed to providing a transparent and first-class service to all our clients, whether buyers or sellers. From
the moment you first contact us, you will realise the difference we provide and promote as standard. You can be
confident you are dealing with efficient, reliable professionals with many years of experience in Spanish real estate.

At 5 Real Estate we only sell properties that are directly listed with ourselves which means we personally know each of
the vendors, their homes, and the areas in which they are located. Given our extensive portfolio of directly listed
properties we feel confident we can find the right property to match your requirements.

So, make an enquiry today and find out why we are so different and why we are becoming the agent of choice for both
buyers and vendors alike.

  View Video Tour   2 bedrooms   1 bathroom
  64m² Build size   Swimming Pool   Room For A Pool
  Community Fees (Annual): 300   Local Tax (Annual): 280   Street Parking
  Fully Fitted Kitchen   Separate Kitchen   Proximity: Beach
  Proximity: Golf course   Terrace   Furnished
  Washing machine   Garden   Proximity: Shopping
  Communal pool   Fitted wardrobes   Storage / utility room
  Pool shower   Proximity: Restaurants   Proximity: Open field

135,000€
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